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ABSTRACT: Colorado Students and Mentors Applying Research and Technology in Space (C-SMARTS) is a new,
portable, hands-on higher education program that involved 126 students from four Colorado colleges along with 22
engineers and scientists from 11 aerospace companies and three research centers. C-SMARTS is different than
traditional hands-on learning found in university labs in that all lectures and activities lead to the construction and
integration of a working satellite. Students involved with the C-SMARTS program have gained valuable
experiences and training, and have gained a level confidence in themselves and their abilities. Companies can hire
these students with experience in their company’s technologies. The companies and centers that supported CSMARTS are: Lockheed Martin, Ball Aerospace, General Dynamics, Design_Net Engineering, Starsys Research,
MicroSat Systems, Composite Technologies Development, Edge of Space Sciences, Broad Reach Engineering,
IOSTAR, Instar Engineering, JPL, Center for the Study of Earth from Space, and the Center for Astrophysics and
Space Astronomy. The ultimate goal for C-SMARTS is to make it into a national program, involving more students
and aerospace companies from around the country. This national version of the C-SMARTS program could become
a standard method for training new students who plan to enter the aerospace workforce.
Project Summary

SMARTS program is a course. This course is packaged
in such a way that it can be exported to other campuses.
This allows the numerous aerospace industries found on
the Front Range to reach students in all areas of
Colorado.

Colorado Students and Mentors Applying Research and
Technology in Space (C-SMARTS) is a new, portable,
hands-on higher education program that involved 126
students from the University of Colorado at Boulder
(CU), Colorado State University-Pueblo (CSU-Pueblo),
Mesa State College (Mesa), and Fort Lewis College
(FLC) along with over 22 engineers and scientists from
11 Colorado aerospace companies and three research
centers. The C-SMARTS program has helped develop
qualified and motivated students who are ready to
actively contribute to the $9.7 billion Colorado
aerospace industry.1
A diverse population of
undergraduate students were recruited into this
program.

Eleven Colorado companies and three research centers
supported C-SMARTS:
Lockheed Martin, Ball
Aerospace,
General
Dynamics,
Design_Net
Engineering, Starsys Research, MicroSat Systems,
Composite Technologies Development (CTD), Edge of
Space Sciences (EOSS), Broad Reach Engineering,
IOSTAR Corporation, Instar Engineering and
Consulting, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the Center
for the Study of Earth from Space, and the Center of
Astrophysics and Space Astronomy.

Based on the Colorado Space Grant Consortium’s
(CSGC) successful Gateway to Space course and
BalloonSat program, C-SMARTS brought Colorado
aerospace industry engineers and scientists into the
college classrooms to help students develop small
satellites that carried their company’s technologies and
ideas to the edge of space on a high altitude balloon.

The C-SMARTS course is designed for engineering and
non-engineering students. It is designed to be a one
semester, 3 credit hour course and is structured into
lectures, individual hands-on activities, and team handson activities. More than half of the lectures are given
by engineers and scientists from the eleven Colorado
companies and three research centers involved in CSMARTS.

The C-SMARTS program is more than a new course
for college students. It is a real-world, hands-on
experience that gives students an edge in this highly
competitive world. However, the foundation of the CKoehler

The BalloonSat concept is the centerpiece hands-on
activity of the C-SMARTS course. The course is
different than traditional hands-on learning found in
1
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university labs in that all activities lead to the
construction and integration of a real working satellite.
Students begin with the basics of circuit and power
construction and end up with a simple imaging satellite
capable of taking and recording atmospheric data and
demonstrating aerospace technologies.

not able to support it with an available workforce it may
lose it.
C-SMARTS targets the Colorado aerospace industry
and contributes to the workforce pipeline with the help
of eleven companies.
Students completing the CSMARTS program have real-world, hand-on
experience and an overview of the technical fields of
study.

The C-SMARTS program was good for Colorado.
Students involved with the C-SMARTS program have
gained a valuable experience, but more than that, they
have gained a level of confidence in themselves and
their abilities. These students now see the many
opportunities in engineering and in the Colorado
aerospace industry where they can apply their higher
education and experience. Colorado companies can
hire these students with experience in their company’s
technologies. Colleges see better trained and more
qualified students coming out of their programs and
working in Colorado companies. All of the above
outcomes directly affect Colorado and ultimately the
economy of Colorado. Colorado students working with
Colorado companies are good for the future of
Colorado.

Project Background
Since August of 2000, Chris Koehler of the Colorado
Space Grant Consortium (CSGC) has been teaching a
course titled the Gateway to Space at the University of
Colorado at Boulder. This course provides the heritage
for C-SMARTS. The goals of the Gateway course are
threefold. One, students learn through lectures the
basics of Earth and space science, rocketry, orbits,
mission design, and space satellite design. These
lectures are given by numerous guest faculty and
industry advisors. The course instructor presents over
40% of the lectures and the rest are given by engineers
and scientists from Colorado colleges and companies.
Two, students learn teamwork through numerous in and
out of class exercises including the cooperative design
of a small satellite. Three, students learn by doing.
With their team, students take their design of a small
satellite and build and fly it. This small satellite, also
known as a “BalloonSat” (see Figure 1) is flown to the
edge of space at about 100,000 feet on a high altitude
balloon and is recovered by students on the same day.

Project Premise
Colorado is a wonderful place to live and work. This
enables the companies of Colorado to offer diverse
employment opportunities. Many companies have
moved to Colorado in recent years, increasing
employment opportunities for people living in this state.
Providing Colorado companies with a qualified
workforce is essential to the future of Colorado.
Colorado companies that hire people from Colorado
create a sustainable economic base as demonstrated by
the aerospace industry.
The aerospace industry in Colorado is made up of more
than 100 companies amounting in $9.7 billion in annual
revenues and employing over 142,500 Coloradoans.1
This industry supports many areas including global
telecommunications, digital media, biotechnology,
environmental technology, and homeland security.
Many companies in this industry are faced with a
looming problem commonly known as “the graying of
the workforce.” On the national scale, 54% of the total
workforce is over 45, 1/3 of which will be eligible to
retire in the next five years.2 At one NASA center, 62
out of 3,000 scientists and engineers are under the age
of 30.2 Colorado companies need to address this
situation. Putting programs in place to address the
anticipated demand for a skilled and experienced
workforce will put Colorado in an excellent position to
fill these empty positions. The aerospace industry is
important to the future of Colorado and if Colorado is
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Figure 1: Student BalloonSat Demonstrating a
Colorado Company’s Technology
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learning and real-world experience and preparing them
for future employment opportunities with these
companies.

Students then analyze their data and present it to
scientists and engineers. The class has been highly
successful. It has been taught seven times involving
over 400 students in 80 BalloonSat flight missions.

Goals:

This course and the BalloonSat concept have received
national attention. Chris Koehler and the CSGC have
led six workshops which were held in June 2002, June
2003, June 2004, and June 2005 to teach over 250
educators and students from colleges, universities, and
high schools from all over the country the concept of
BalloonSat and the Gateway course (see Figure 2).
Several colleges around the country are now teaching a

The goals of the C-SMARTS program are to:
- Improve student learning by creating a new higher
education, hands-on course
- Package this course for distribution
- Collaborate with four Colorado colleges to teach
the packaged course and to evaluate its value
- Enable students throughout Colorado to work in
teams to design, build, and fly a real satellite to the
edge of space
- Include a diverse group of 150 undergraduate
students from four Colorado colleges (which
include three minority serving institutions) in the
course
- Involve over 20 engineers and scientists from nine
Colorado companies to present lectures, to advise
and work with students, and to demonstrate
technologies
- Make C-SMARTS available to all Colorado
colleges
- Expand C-SMARTS to a national student program
(SMARTS)
Project Description

Figure 2: BalloonSat Workshop Participants

The components of the C-SMARTS program are the
course with its resultant BalloonSat mission, the
students, their universities or colleges, the companies,
the training workshop, and the evaluation.

subset of the Gateway course because of this workshop
experience. In addition, there are now over 60 active
BalloonSat programs in 35 states. This workshop
experience is the basis for the C-SMARTS Training
Workshop discussed later.

The Course:
The course is designed for both engineering and nonengineering students. It is the home base and forum for
all the involved students as well as the engineers and
scientists serving as advisors. The course is designed as
a one semester, 3 credit hour course and is structured
into lectures, individual hands-on activities, and team
hands-on activities.

CSGC has a long history working with Colorado
companies to help students master the skills needed to
build space payloads and satellites. Students interact
with advising engineers and scientists on a weekly, and
in some cases a daily, basis. CSGC students are
currently receiving technical help from over 50
companies around the country and four NASA centers.

The lecture portion of the course includes 40 lectures
taught by the instructor and the engineers and scientists
from Colorado companies. Unlike a traditional college
lecture course, the C-SMARTS course is highly
interactive and includes multi-media products,
including DVD movie clips, animations, web-based
demonstrations, digital images, and graphics. This
combination is both fun and interesting to students,
facilitating improved student learning and retention of
material being taught. More than half of the lectures
are given by engineers and scientists from the eleven

The CSGC was also selected by the Colorado
Commission on Higher Education as a Center of
Excellence from 1990 through 2000.
Project Vision and Goals
The C-SMARTS program connects Colorado college
and university students, regardless of where they live in
Colorado, with engineers and scientists from Colorado
aerospace companies by providing them with hands-on
Koehler
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traditionally recruits students from the Multicultural
Engineering Program and the Women in Engineering
Program. Informational meetings were held with these
groups at the beginning of the C-SMARTS program to
make these students aware of the opportunities with the

Colorado companies and three research centers
involved with C-SMARTS. These lectures do not focus
on what the company does but rather what the engineer
or scientist does in the company. Other lectures focus
on Earth and space sciences and exploration, space
history, rocket design, satellite design and construction,
orbits, and mission design. Additional lectures focus on
public speaking skills, resume and job search
preparations, proposal writing, and funding sources.
All lectures are interactive. At least three times during
a lecture, students are asked to reflect and apply
concepts being taught. They are able to see the
instructor or guest speaker work through the solution
immediately following the interaction. A detailed
syllabus with learning goals is included in Appendix A.
The individual and team hands-on activities were
conducted throughout the semester, creating a variety of
different learning environments. Teamwork is essential
to the success of every project and company. Students
involved with the C-SMARTS course learned many
necessary teamwork skills through hands-on group
activities. Students were required to meet outside the
classroom for some of the activities. Teams were small
to ensure learning opportunities for all students on the
team. Each team was given a task of designing and
building a small satellite called a BalloonSat (shown in
Figure 1), that will perform experiments in the upper
atmosphere. Each team was given a Request for
Proposal with project guidelines. Each team wrote a
proposal describing their BalloonSat design. Their
designs incorporated the concepts that were being
taught in the course and used ideas and hardware from
the companies involved with C-SMARTS. At the end
of the semester, teams launched their BalloonSat to
100,000 feet, or the edge of space, and retrieved them
after landing. Each team presented their findings to the
class and industry engineers in both written and verbal
form. Students learned valuable skills through hands-on
activities in the class including how to solder; how to
construct power, heating, and imaging systems for
small satellites; how to build electronic circuits; and to
integrate systems together. In addition, teams competed
in several in-class design competitions that focused on
critical thinking and resource and time management.

Figure 3: Students From Colorado State
University - Pueblo
program.
Students with an interest in space heard about the many
amazing discoveries and projects occurring in industry
today and what they need to learn to get involved with
these and future projects. They were also exposed to
the many career opportunities that exist in the aerospace
industry in Colorado through the interactions with the
companies involved with C-SMARTS. Through the
hands-on learning in the class, students gained
confidence in their abilities and when they saw their
team’s BalloonSat launch, they were able to say, “That
is going where only astronauts go and I helped build it.”
As seen many times before, students get a certain look
on their face when they know that they have met a
major goal or accomplishment. The students involved
with C-SMARTS have had that experience.
Students across the four campuses had a chance to
share their experiences during the course via a central
website and at the April 2005 design review launch of
their BalloonSats. This website allowed students to
interact with engineers and scientists from the Colorado
companies working on C-SMARTS. Students were
able to submit resumes to the website and companies
were able to review these resumes. The website also
allowed students to voice their comments about their
experience throughout the program.

The Students:
The students were the focus of C-SMARTS and were
recruited into the program. The C-SMARTS program
was open to all students interested. C-SMARTS
involved 126 students from all backgrounds.
Additionally, Mesa, FLC and CSU-Pueblo (see Figure
3) are minority serving institutions.
During the
Instructor Training Workshop, recruitment strategies
were discussed with the instructors. The CSGC
Koehler
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The Colleges and Universities:

technologies that could be flown and demonstrated on
the student BalloonSats.

The C-SMARTS program was a collaboration among
CU, CSU-Pueblo, Mesa, and FLC. These four colleges
provided a good representation of students throughout
Colorado with CSU Pueblo, Mesa, and FLC classified
as minority serving institutions. They also represented
a good portion of the state, including the Front Range,
southeastern and southwestern Colorado as illustrated
in Figure 4.

The C-SMARTS and Colorado industry collaboration
form a workforce pipeline. As students get involved
with C-SMARTS they enter the pipeline. The students’
journey through the pipeline begins with their
experience with the C-SMARTS program. As the
students exit the pipeline they are experienced, trained,
and have already worked with engineers and scientists
from the companies to which they are now applying.
The Training Workshop:
The successful implementation of the C-SMARTS
program at the colleges and universities involved was
dependent on the Training Workshop. This workshop
had many functions which can be summarized as
“Teaching the Teachers.” This workshop helped the
instructors that were scheduled to teach the CSMARTS course in the Spring 2005 semester. The
engineers and scientists were also invited to attend.
Participants in the Training Workshop worked through
a portion of the course including the hands-on activities
contained in the course kit discussed later (see Figure
6). The participants actually built a BalloonSat during

Figure 4: Detailed Map of the C-SMARTS
Participating Colleges and Universities
The Companies:

Figure 6: C-SMARTS Training Workshop
Participants
the workshop. A great deal of time was spent
discussing student recruitment strategies and ways each
instructor needed to be supported during their course
implementation. A discussion was held to address
ideas for sustaining the C-SMARTS program beyond
the Spring 2005 semester. Evaluation methods were
introduced during this workshop as well.

Figure 5: C-SMARTS Mentor Bruce Schulz
During Classroom Recording
The C-SMARTS program worked with Colorado
aerospace companies to bring state-of-the-art concepts
and topics into the classroom (see Figure 5). These
companies provided engineers and scientists to help
teach the course and suggested experiments and

Koehler
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Project Schedule:

being addressed promptly. The principle investigator
visited each of the schools twice to see how the class
and course kit were being utilized and received
feedback. One of the highlights of the teaching phase
was the high altitude balloon launch. This occurred in
April 2005. The launch was preceded with a Launch
Readiness Review. The students involved in the CSMARTS program, as well as their industry mentors,
attended the launch and the reviews. Final student
reports were given at the end of April and the beginning
of the May. Lessons learned discussions were held
during this phase.

The C-SMARTS program had a March 31, 2004 start.
There were four phases to the C-SMARTS program.
These were the Course Development Phase, the
Training Phase, the Teaching Phase, and the Evaluation
Phase.
Phase I: Course Development
In this phase, the C-SMARTS program was developed,
refined, reviewed, and packaged for distribution. Work
began with the Gateway course now taught by the
CSGC at CU-Boulder. The course materials were
reviewed by experts for accuracy and completeness for
the level being taught. Lectures were presented in a
PowerPoint format. Assignments were refined to
correlate with the lectures. Guest lectures from the
Colorado companies were prepared and recorded. The
C-SMARTS program website was created and tested.
A college specific website was developed. Course kits
were prepared. At the same time, participating colleges
were developing the necessary procedures and logistics
for teaching the C-SMARTS course in the Spring 2005.
A face to face meeting was held with participating
companies and colleges.
Additionally, regular
teleconferences with representatives from all colleges
and companies were held throughout the C-SMARTS
program.

Phase IV: Evaluation
The evaluation of this program is essential to its
success.
The C-SMARTS evaluation took place
throughout all phases of the program and was formative
and summative in nature. Phase IV will complete the
Summative Evaluation Report and the course kit will be
available for distribution.
Project Results:
Many of the goals of C-SMARTS have been met. The
general evaluation of the project by the students and
faculty was very positive. Suggestions were made on
how to improve the DVD interaction with class. Many
of the students enjoyed the hands-on material more than
the lectures but realized they were needed in order to
have a positive experience with the BalloonSats. The
Launch Readiness Review on April 15, 2005 was well
attended by the guest lecturers. U.S. Representative
Mark Udall attended the event along with the Dean of
Engineering at CU Boulder, both who expressed their
support of the CSMARTS program (see Figure 7). All

Phase II: Training
During this phase, workshop materials were produced.
The Training Workshop was held with the four colleges
preparing to teach the course. Recruitment plans were
detailed and satellite hands-on activities were reviewed.
Instruction on the use of the course kit was covered.
The entire course was reviewed during this workshop.
Participating colleges were encouraged to bring one or
two of their colleagues to the workshop. The workshop
was held in August 2004 in Boulder, Colorado, and
lasted two days. Members from the CIT and CCHE
TAG programs were invited to attend. After the
workshop, regular teleconferences resumed to help
keep the colleges on track with their preparations for
the upcoming teaching of the C-SMARTS course.
Phase III: Teaching
This phase was the actual teaching of the C-SMARTS
course with its hands-on development of BalloonSats.
Flyers were posted around campuses advertising the
course. Meetings were held to provide information
about the course to multicultural and women’s
programs on campus. Weekly teleconferences were
held at the start of class to ensure all problems were
Koehler

Figure 7: C-SMARTS Students With U.S.
Representative Mark Udall
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the BalloonSats were launched and recovered on April
16, 2005 with no incidents. Many of the BalloonSats
produced interesting and thoughtful data (see Figures 8
& 9). The PI visited all of the schools during the

seven semesters that the Gateway course has been
taught at the University of Colorado at Boulder, over
400 students have been involved. Of that number, ~300
have yet to graduate. More than 40% of these 300
students have worked or are working on additional
research programs on the Boulder campus. Of the 100
students that have graduated, 25 students are employed
in aerospace companies, 15 are in graduate school, and
12 are working at NASA centers. Similar results are
expected with the C-SMARTS program. Many of the
students that completed the C-SMARTS program are
looking for other projects or related courses at their
college that they can get involved with. Many of the
students offered their video feedback at the end of the
semester. Some of their feedback is included here.

Figure 9: C-SMARTS Students at the Balloon
Recovery Site
Figure 8: Results From One C-SMARTS
BalloonSat (Text Not Intended To Be Read)

“A real engineering experience” Molly
“A very good learning experience and I’m not an
engineering student.” Juliet

semester to give a live lecture and again to see final
presentations for the BalloonSat missions.

“The hands-on part was great.” Wes

The C-SMARTS project results and products have been
summarized below.

“The DVD’s are good but need to have more
interaction with them.” Richard

Students:

“I had very high expectations for the course and many
were met.” Lisa

The 126 students involved with the C-SMARTS
program gained a valuable experience, but more than
that, they gained a level confidence in themselves and
their abilities.
Students discovered the value of
applying their education to real life issues. Students
understood the many opportunities their higher
education is providing them. Students now have an
edge when applying for employment at the Colorado
companies involved with the C-SMARTS program.
96% of the students completed the course. During the
Koehler

“Overall this class was an absolutely awesome
experience.” Peter
“The class was an absolute success and if given the
opportunities to take this class or a variation therein, I
would in a heartbeat.” Shaemus
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Program Website:

“The C-SMARTS course is an interesting and effective
way of introducing the aerospace industry to both
engineering and non-engineering students.” Jennifer

A program website was developed for all students and
companies to communicate and share experiences
throughout the program. The C-SMARTS website is a
portal to the other campus specific websites and is open
to the public to provide information about the program.
Students involved with the C-SMARTS course were
able to send weekly feedback information to the
instructor and PI through this website. This website
remains active. The website allowed students to share
resumes with the companies involved with the C-

Student-Company Interactions:
The C-SMARTS program produced experienced
students who are familiar with Colorado companies. CSMARTS students worked with engineers and scientists
as they jointly developed and demonstrated
technologies on the student BalloonSat. Through these
interactions, students saw the many different Colorado
employment opportunities. In turn, the companies met
highly talented students who are available for
employment (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: C-SMARTS Mentors and Students
Figure 12: C-SMARTS Course Package

Course Package:
The C-SMARTS course package is complete. This
package is ready to distribute to additional colleges in
Colorado and beyond.
This package includes
presentations on CD-ROM, all guest lectures on 40
DVDs (see Figures 11 & 12), teaching instructions on
DVD and CD-ROM, and all homework and team
activities as well as required reading materials, grading
spreadsheets, and a website on CD-ROM for upload to
a local server.

SMARTS program. The website will also keep track of
the students after the C-SMARTS program is
completed (see Figure 13). The website is located at
http://spacegrant.colorado.edu

Figure 11: C-SMARTS Course Package
Figure 13: C-SMARTS Home Page
(Text Not Intended to be Read)
Koehler
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Companies:

and scientists while helping to equip this future
workforce with skills their organization will need.
Aerospace companies and research centers can and
should play an active role in creating the workforce that
is needed for their organizations to succeed. Their
participation in SMARTS is one way to accomplish that
objective.

The Colorado companies involved with the CSMARTS program have had interactions with higher
education students and colleges from Colorado. These
interactions will provide methods for recruiting
experienced students into their companies upon
graduation or before in the form of internships.
Engineers and scientists mentoring the students have
understood the value of this interaction to their own
professional development and the development of the
company in Colorado. It appears that many of the CSMARTS companies will continue to support this
course beyond the first year.
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The C-SMARTS program has been good for Colorado.
C-SMARTS students have realized the many
opportunities in Colorado where they can apply their
higher education and experience. Colorado companies
can hire Colorado students with experience in their
company’s technologies. Colleges are seeing better
trained and more qualified students coming out of their
programs and working in Colorado companies. More
students in Colorado have heard about the C-SMARTS
program, which may be a deciding factor in where they
go to college. All of the above outcomes directly affect
Colorado and ultimately the economy of Colorado.
Colorado students working with Colorado companies is
good for the future of Colorado.
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Instar Engineering: Mike Sarafin
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Joel Rademacher
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Goetz
Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy (CASA):
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Future
There is a future for C-SMARTS. In Colorado, four
additional colleges and universities want to implement
the C-SMARTS program in time for the Spring 2006
semester. Other colleges and universities outside
Colorado have expressed interest in bring the CSMARTS program to their state. Many lessons were
learned in the first implementation of C-SMARTS that
will make the program better the next time it is
implemented.
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Appendix A: C-SMARTS Course Syllabus and Learning Goals
Topics
Class Introduction
Space Exploration
Introduction to Space Observation
Introduction to Space Environments
Atmosphere
Rocket History
Launch Vehicles
October Sky
Spacecraft Overview
Team Forming
Proposal Writing and Funding Agencies
Request for Proposals (RFP)
Hands-On: Team Design Competition
Hands-On: Soldering
Hands-On: Circuit Design and Construction
Spacecraft Electronic Design
Hands-On: Cameras and Imaging Systems
Remote Sensing from Space
Hands-On: Heater Design
Spacecraft Thermal Design
Hands-On: HOBO Computers
Spacecraft Data and Software Systems
Public Speaking
Team Presentation of Proposal
Orbit Design
Spacecraft Propulsion
Hands-On: Battery Design
Spacecraft Power Systems
Spacecraft Solar Arrays
Spacecraft Deployment Devices
Spacecraft Attitude Systems
Spacecraft Communication Systems
Launch Readiness Review
Launch and Recovery Day
Hands-On: Data Analysis
Presentation and Final Report
Public Presentation of Project
Resumes
Job Searches
Final Presentations
Final Exam

Koehler

Learning Goal
Course objectives, grades, and policies
Past, present and future space exploration
Methods of space observation
Design factors for satellites and basis for experiments
Importance of understanding Earth’s atmosphere
The origins of rockets and rocket design
Basic overview of launch vehicles and their differences
Viewing of inspiration movie
Spacecraft systems, processes, and make-up
Importance of teamwork
Importance of proposals and where to get funding
BalloonSat design documents and requirements
Teams working toward an in-class design goal
Hands-on teaching of soldering techniques
Hands-on teaching or circuit design
Importance of electronics in Spacecraft
Camera systems using previous hands-on hardware
Application of imaging systems in space
Hands-on design and building of heaters
Application of complex thermal design for spacecraft
Hands-on use of HOBO data loggers
Application of data and software in spacecraft
Importance of public speaking skills
Presentation skills demonstrated in-class
Understanding of spacecraft orbits and mission design
Understanding of spacecraft propulsion systems
Hands-on design and building of battery systems
Application of batteries in spacecraft design
Application of solar arrays in spacecraft design
Methods of deploying devices in space
Understanding of the attitude systems on spacecraft
Understanding communication systems on spacecraft
Teams present final BalloonSat payloads
Launch day begins early in Windsor, Colorado
In-class discussion on data analysis from flight
In-class discussion on final presentations and reports
Public showing of BalloonSat and results
Discussion on how to create a resume
Discussion on to do an effective job search
Final Presentations to industry
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